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“ aavariiess 

The bad guys are going to 
win because too many 
Americans are sitting on 
their big fat apathies while 
evil people quietly smother 
attempts to learn the truth 
behind the John Kennedy 
murder-coverup crimes. 

for the first time in 
_ American congressional 
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history, a committee has ' 
““fired”’ its chairman. In one 
of the rare events in 
American congressional 
history, a tough, honest man 
was hired to do a_ tough, 
honest job. He was also: 
fired. , 

My conclusion--the US. 
Congress doesn’t want to 
‘learn the truth, as too many - 

? 

of its “friends” are involved 
in the massive, continuing 
coverup. 

in a recent interview with 
the ‘‘fired’’ chief in-: 
vestigator for Congress’s | 
investigation into the JFK 
business, a good journalist 
“named Robert Sam Anson 
asked Richard Sprague what 
hope Congress had of coming 
up with the truth. 
“Not a chance,” said this 

apolitical, tough, honest man 
who was fired for doing his 
job. 

, mc TAME GoD 

1. There is totally factual 
and convincing evidence 
that Lee Oswald did not even 
shoot at John Kennedy. The 
truth is that Oswald was 
framed. This means a con- 
spiracy existed. 

2. Lee Oswald was as- 
sociated with the Central 
Intelligence Agency in an 
official position. Obviously, 
the CIA knows a lot more 
about Kennedy’s murder, 

-Lee Oswald, and other 
people than it has told 
anyone. E 

3. For some reason the 
FBI has obstructed the 
search for the truth. The 
squeaky clean FBI image of . 
truth has been badly tar- 
nished by the  now- 
documented lies of its top . 
officials when questioned 
about the Bureau’s role in 
the entire messi 

4. More than 120 key wit- 
nesses and important JFK- 
murder-coverup related 
people have died under very 
mysterious circumstances: 

So far, what do we know - 
about this whole mess? Here 

_ are some random _ ob- 
servations that can be 
proved with hard, do- 
cumented courtroom-style » 
evidence: 

Recent deaths document 
that whenever honest  in- 
vestigators get close to some 
solid evidence, potential 
witnesses began to litter the 

~ landscape in a very terminal 
state of violent death. 

5. Perhaps most amazing 
is the activity of the 
American free press. The 
national power-center of the 
NY TIMES, WASHINGTON 
POST and the tv networks 
continue the blind litany of 
the Warren Commission, 
1.¢., Oswald, alone nut, did it 

~_allby himself. That has been 
proved false by any number 
of reputable people. What 
has happened to our free 
“press? 

6. Two very honest men, 
- Rep. Henry Gonzalez and 

Sen. Richard Schweiker, 
' fought to get te the truth. 
They battled ‘the power 
structure, they held . press 
conferences, they went to the 
people. Clearly, the 

} American people wanted 
something the U.S. Congress 
and its. ‘‘friends’’ didn’t 

. want--truth. Gonzaiez and 
Schweiker started to work 

for the people. Then, so- 
mething happened, 
Today, Gonzalez is a sick 

man, suffering from 
paranoia. He was “fired” as 
chairman of the House , 
Select Committee on AS- 
sassinations, a first for our 
nation. He has obviously 
been frightened away. 

Dick Schweiker, a man I~ 
personally used to hold in the. - 
highest esteem, was well on 

his way to being a champion 
of the search for truth. 
Abruptly, something or 
someone happened to him. 
He did a 180 degree turn. 
Today, Sen. Schweiker is 

c 
x 

gamely battling against the - 
sins of pornography after his 
abortive run as Ronald 
Reagan’s campaign mate. 
What or who happened to the 
honorable Dick Schweiker? 

Can’t you see what’s hap- 
pening? Don't you care? 
There is a very sick cancer 
gobbling away at our nation 
and our system of go- 
vernment. This cancer is so 

‘powerful and so far ad- 
vanced that it can eat away 
major news media, major 
congressmen, witnesses and 
even make terminal cases of 
presidents. 
People ask what to do. I . 

used to tell them to write our 
congressmen. But, no more. 
They are either scared, 
bought, unintelligent, or lack 
the necessary male equip- 
ment to do something honest: 
and courageous. It’s now up 
to the American citizens to 
take our case to our Pre- 
sident. 
Please take a moment to 

write Jimmy Carter and ask 
him to help us find out the 
truth in the Kennedy mur- 
der-before it’s totally too: | 
late for the rest of us.


